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NETS OF SUBGROUPS AND AMENABILITY

I. SCHOCHETMAN

Abstract. We first investigate some convergence properties of

nets in the topological space of closed subgroups of a locally com-

pact group. We then use these properties to answer some questions

concerning the amenable subgroups.

Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group and K(G) the set

of all closed subgroups of G equipped with the compact-open

topology (see §1 for the definition). If if is a closed (resp. closed

normal) subgroup of G, then there is a canonical correspondence be-

tween the elements of K(G) contained in (resp. containing) H and

the elements of X.(H) (resp. SZ(G/H)). In §2 we show these are

homeomorphisms. We then give necessary and sufficient conditions

for a net in X(G) directed by set containment (resp. inclusion) to

converge to G (resp. the trivial subgroup).

In §3 we consider the collection of groups in 3C(Cr) which are

amenable. We give sufficient conditions for the limit of a net of

amenable subgroups to be amenable and another condition which is

equivalent to amenability of G. Finally, if G is not amenable, then

it does not contain a largest amenable subgroup; however, it does

contain a maximal one.

1. Preliminaries. Recall [5, p. 427] that a basic open subset in the

compact-open topology of X(G) is of the form 1l(C, ff) = {KEX.(G) :

Kf~^C = 0, K(~\B9^0, for each BE$}, where C is a compact subset

of G and 'S is a finite family of nonempty open subsets of (?. (Note

that C and £F may be empty.) With this topology, X(G) is a compact

Hausdorff space. Let S(G) denote the space of subgroup representa-

tions of G, i.e. pairs (K, T) where KEX,(G) and T is a (unitary

equivalence class of a) unitary representation of K. We assume

S(G) to be equipped with its usual inner hull-kernel topology [5, p.

249]. E will denote the trivial subgroup {e\ oí G and 1 its identity

representation (it is also the regular representation). Let R (resp. I)

denote the regular (resp. identity) representation of G. If {Ki\ is a

net in X(G), Ii (resp. P.) will denote the identity (resp. regular)

representation of K{. If H, KE3C(G) with K^DHand Pa representa-
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tion of H, then rUt will denote the usual induced representation

of K (see [7, p. 312] or [2]). In particular, if K = Ki as above (resp.

K = G), then we write iUT (resp. UT). We will use K to denote a

generic element of 3C(G) and J (resp. P) its identity (resp. regular)

representation. We also assume the reader is familiar with the no-

tions of amenability [6] and weak containment [3].

Lemma 1. Let the notation be as above.

(i) If KEK(G), then UP = R.
(ii) G ti amenable if and only if I is weakly contained in R.

(iii) If KE3t(G) is normal, W.G—rG/K the canonical mapping and

R' the regular representation of G/K, then UJ = R'w. Also, G/K is

amenable if and only if I is weakly contained in UJ.

Proof, (i) Clearly, kU1 = P and Ul=R. Hence, by inducing in

stages [2, Theorem l], we have UP=U1:=R. (ii) In view of [6,

Theorem 3.5.2] we need only verify the reverse implication. This is

proved as in the separable case [4, p. 260] making use of Lemma 4.1

of [l]. (iii) The first statement is clear. For the second, observe that

the first part of Lemma 5.2 of [4] is valid for nonseparable groups as

well.
The next lemma provides a slight generalization of [6, Theorem

2.3.3].

Lemma 2. If KE3Z(G), then G is amenable if and only if K is
amenable and I is weakly contained in UJ.

Proof. If G is amenable, then K is amenable [6, Theorem 2.3.2].

Also, G acts amenably on G/K [7, Corollary 3.2]. Consequently, /

is weakly contained in UJ by the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [7].

Conversely, if K is amenable, then J is weakly contained in P

implies UJ is weakly contained in Up— R, i.e. / is weakly contained

ini? [3, p. 375].

2. Nets of subgroups. If HEX(G), then let XC(G, H) (resp.

3CC(G, H)) denote the collection of K in 3C(G) which contain (resp.

are contained in) H.

Proposition 1. XC(G, H) is closed in X(G) and the identity mapping

5Z(H)—J>KC(G, H) is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Since 3Z(H) and X(G) are compact Hausdorff spaces, it

suffices to show this mapping is continuous. Let K in 3£(H) be the

limit of a net {Ki} in X(H). Let ^(C, ÍT) be a basic open neighbor-

hood of K in 3C(G). Then Ch = CC\H is a compact subset of H and
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5h= {Bi~\H:BE3} is a finite family of nonempty relatively open

subsets of H; in fact, H(Ch, 5h) is an open neighborhood of K in

3Z(H). Hence, there exists io such that i^io implies KiC\CC\H=0

and KiC\BC\H9i0, BE$- This completes the proof since Ktr\H

— Ki, for each i.

Proposition 2. Let HEX(G) be normal. Then XC(G, H) is closed

in X(G) and the canonical bijection 3C(G/FT;—>3CC(G, H) given by

K-*t~x(K) (where ir:G^>G/H is the canonical map) is a homeo-

morphism.

Proof. As in the previous case, it suffices to show that the given

mapping is continuous. Let K in 3Z(G/H) he the limit of a net {Kt\

in 3Z(G/H). Let 1t(C, ï) be a basic open neighborhood of 7r_1(PJ)

in 3C(G). Then C =ir(C) is a compact subset of G/H and Œ' = {t(B) :

BES) is a finite family of nonempty open subsets of G/H; in fact,

it is easy to verify that 1l(C', 5') is an open neighborhood of K' in

3Z(G/H). Hence, there exists io such that i^io implies K'ir\C' = 0

and K'ir\B'i¿0, B'E$'- It is also easy to verify that this in turn

implies that ^(KJE^C, ÍF), for i^i0.

Proposition 3. // HEX(G) is open, the mapping K-±HC\K of

X(G) into itself is continuous.

Proof. Let {Ki} he a net in 3C(G) converging to K in 3C(G). Let

1t(C, ff) be a basic open neighborhood of H(~\K in 3C(G) and let Cu

and 5¡¡ be defined as in the proof of Proposition 1. Then it is clear

that %(Ch, $h) is an open neighborhood of K. Thus, there exists io

such thati^ioimplies KíE'U-ÍCh, $h) , i-e. HfïKiE'ViiC, S).

Theorem 1. Let {Ki} be a net in 3C(G) directed by 3, i.e. i^j if

and only if K^Kj. Then K{-^G if and only if G = cl(UüT<).

Proof. Suppose PJ¿—>G and cl^K^y^G. Then there exists x in

G such that xGcl(UP\). Let V be an open neighborhood of x such

that Vnd(\JKi)=0 (G is regular). Then 11(0, {v}) is an open

neighborhood of G; but for each i, KiC\V=0, i.e. KiEcn.(0, { V\),

which is a contradiction.

Conversely, suppose G = cl(U.rv¡). A basic open neighborhood of G

is of the form 11(0, £F), where fJ is arbitrary. Let i= JPi, • • • , Bn\.

Since \}Ki is dense in G, for each 1 ¿k¿n, there exists ik such that

BkC\Kik7^0. By hypothesis, there exists i0 such that î'oè**, í¿k

¿n, i.e. Kie^l) {Kit: 1 ¿k¿n}. Now suppose i^io, i.e. FJ.OP^.

Then for each 1 ¿k¿n, we have
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Ki f\Bk^. U{^,. r\ B¡: 1 èj Sn]-DKikr\Bk9¿ 0.

Thus, if i^io, then KiEcVi(0, ï). i.e. £,—»G.

Corollary. If KEX(G) and KtQK for all i, then Ki—>K if and
onlyifK = cl(UKi).

Proof. Apply Proposition 1.

Theorem 2. Let {Ki'.iEA} be a net in JC(G) directed by Q i.e.

i ̂ j if and only if KiQ K¡. Then Ki-^>E if and only if E = HüT,-.

Proof. Suppose Ki—*E. We may assume Gj^E. If Ey¿C\Ki, then

there exists xE^Ki such that X9¿e. Hence, ^({x}, 0) is an open

neighborhood of E such that for each iEA, xEKit i.e. Ki

Gll({x}, 0), which is a contradiction.

Conversely, suppose E = C\Ki and let ^(C, if) be a basic open

neighborhood of E. Then eEC and eEB for each f>G5\ If the net

{Ki'.iEA} is not eventually in ^(C, if), then for each iEA, there

exists i'EA such that i'^i and Kv HC^0. Let A''- {i':iEA}.

Then ^4' is a directed subset of A and {.iC'Ix'G^'} is a subnet of

\Ki'.iEA } satisfying KvC\C^0, for each V. Let XvEKi-C\C. Then
Íx¿':í'G^4'} is a net in C. Since C is compact, there exists a subnet

{yj'-JEA"} and XoGC such that y¡—»x0. Let 0:^4"—*A' be the map-

ping defining this subnet. Now define Hj = Kn¡), jEA". Hence,

y¡=Xh(j) is in Hj for each j E A". Itiseasy to verify that {Hj'.jEA"}

is a subnet of {Ki'.iEA} with defining map aoè:4"->4, where

a'.A'—rA  is the injection. We now show that x0Gfi {Hj'.jEA"}.

Fix arbitrary jo E A". Then b(jo)EA' and there exists jiEA" such

that j^ji in .4" implies b(j) ^b(ja) in ^4'. But by assumption, this is

equivalent to KbU)QKb<,jo), i.e. HjQHJa. Let A" = {jEA":j^ji}.

Then the net {yj'-jEA"} also converges to xo- Furthermore, j^ji

implies yjEHjÇ^Hj0. Thus, xo is an accumulation point of Hjg, i.e.

x0EHj0. Since jo was arbitrary, wehavexoGfi {Hj'.jEA"}.

Now let * be an arbitrary element of A. Then there exists jEA"

such that a o b(j)^i in A, i.e. HjQKi. Therefore, x0EKi which im-

plies xo = e by our hypothesis. This is a contradiction since CC\E = 0

and the proof is complete.

Corollary. If KEX.(G) is normal and K^K for each i, then

Ki->K if and only if K = f)Ki.

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.

3. Amenability. The previous results can be used to answer some
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questions on amenable subgroups.  Let  Xa(G)  denote the set of

amenable groups in X(G). We will need the following:

Lemma 3. Let {K{} be a net in X(G) and K an element of X(G) such

that KiÇ.K for all i. The following are equivalent:

(i) Ki-^K in X(G).

(ii) (Kt, Ii)->(K, J) in S(G).
(iii)  (Ki, Ri)^(K, P) in S(G).

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5 of [5], we need only verify that (i)

implies (ii) and (iii). The net {(Ki, K, J)} converges to (K, K, J) in

3£(G)XS(G). Since restricting is continuous [5, Theorem 3.2], we see

that (Ki, j\ Ki)-^(K, J) which gives (ii) since J\Kt — Ii. Similarly,

the net {(K{, E, 1)} converges to (K, E, 1) in 3C(G)XS(G). Since

inducing is continuous [5, Theorem 4.2], we have (Kit iU1)

—*(K, xi/1), which gives (iii) since R, = iU1 and P = KUl.

Lemma 4. Let the notation be as in Lemma 3, but now assume that

Ki~DKfor alii. Then (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3 are again equivalent.

Proof. As before, we need only show that (i) implies (ii) and (iii).

In this case, (Ki, G, I)^(K, G, I), so that (Kiy Ii) = (Kit l\K{)
->(K, l\K) = (K, J). Similarly, (Kit K, P)->(K, K, P), so that

(Ki, Ri) = (Ki, iUp)^(K, P).

Theorem 3. Let {K{} be a net in Xa(G) and K an element of X(G)

such that K~3_Ki,for each i, and Kr^K. Then KEXa(G).

Proof. By Lemma 3(ii), we have (Kit Ii)—*(K, J), which implies

(K, Ki, Ii)-*(K, K, J) in 3C(G)XS(G). Hence, (K, KU'<)->(K, J)
[5, Theorem 4.2], i.e. J is weakly contained in {jccP*} as representa-

tions of K (see Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 2.6 of [S]). However,

since each P, is amenable, we also know that each J,- is weakly con-

tained in P¡. Thus, kUI{ is weakly contained in xUBi =P [5, Theorem

4.3], i.e. {xi/1'} is weakly contained in P. Therefore, / is weakly

contained in P [3, p. 375 ] and the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. Suppose KEX(G) is open and there exists a net

{Ki} in Xa(G) converging to K. Then KEXa(G). In particular, if G is

discrete, then Xa(G) is closed in X(G).

Proof. By Proposition 3 we have Ki(~\K-*K, where Kif\KQK

and KtC\KEXa(G) [6, Theorem 2.3.2]. Now apply the theorem.

Observe now that Theorem 2.3.4 of [6] is a particular case of

Theorem 3.
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Corollary 2. If G is a limit of a net of amenable subgroups, then G

is amenable. In particular, this is the case if G is a directed union of such

groups.

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.

Remark. If G is nontrivial, then Xa(G) must be nontrivial. If xEG

and X9£e, then the closed subgroup generated by x will be abelian and

thus a nontrivial element of Xa(G).

Theorem 4. G is amenable if and only if the partially ordered set

(Xa(G), 2) is directed.

Proof. The forward implication is trivial. Suppose (Xa(G), 2) is

directed. Then U {H:HEXa(G)} is a subgroup of G whose closure K

belongs to Xa(G) (apply the Corollary to Theorem 1 and Theorem 3).

Since the conjugates of K must also belong to X„(G), it follows that K

must be normal. In fact, K must be G itself. Otherwise, G/K contains

a nontrivial amenable subgroup whose inverse image is an element of

Xa(G) (Lemmas 1 and 2) which is strictly larger than K.

This theorem shows that a nonamenable group cannot contain a

largest amenable subgroup. However, the next best thing is true.

Theorem 5. The partially ordered set (Xa(G), 2) contains a maxi-

mal element.

Proof. Let £ be a linearly ordered subset of Xa(G). Then £ is a

net directed by 2- Hence, it must converge to cl(U {L:LE&}) —H

which is amenable (Corollary to Theorem 1 and Theorem 3). H is

clearly an upper bound for £. Now apply Zorn's lemma.

As an illustration of this theorem, let G be the free group on two

generators a and b. Let Ga (resp. G&) denote the subgroup generated

by a (resp. b). Then G„ and G¡, are amenable since they are abelian.

We now show that each is a maximal amenable subgroup of G (recall

that G is not amenable).

Let H be an amenable subgroup of G such that H^¡>Ga and H^Ga-

Then H is also free. Let n be the cardinality of a set of generators for

H. If ra^2, then H contains a copy of G and cannot be amenable.

Thus, n — i. Let cGG be a generator for H. Since aEH, there exists an

integer q such that a = cq. Since q cannot be 0 or 1, we have a non-

trivial relation in G which is a contradiction.

Concluding Remarks. It is interesting to observe that the main re-

sults of this section, Theorems 3, 4 and 5, are consequences (pri-

marily) of Theorem 1 and Lemma 3. Since Theorem 2 and Lemma 4

are natural analogues of these last two results in the opposite direc-
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tion, it seems likely that for a suitable replacement of Xa(G), The-

orems 3, 4 and 5 also have natural analogues in the opposite direction.

We conjecture that Xi(G) = {KEK(G):Iis weakly contained in UJ]

is this replacement (see [5, p. 442]).
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